First TV picture seen in Minehead?
April 1949

I had kept in touch with a number of friends in Minehead, the seaside town in Somerset to which I,
together with my brother Alan, had been evacuated at the outbreak of WW2 and it was probably through
Charles Bryant, son of the owner of one of Minehead's hotels and Secretary of the West Somerset Radio
Society, that I was invited to demonstrate TV reception in Minehead. So, shortly after giving two talks
about TV to my BOC colleagues I took the TV set I had built to illustrate the talks to the County School,
Minehead, at which my London school had been based during the war. The occasion was an Arts
Festival in which the Radio Society was exhibiting.
Minehead is 170 miles from the only TV transmitter at Alexandra Palace so line-of-sight reception was
out of the question. The TV signal had to be obtained by reflection from the ionosphere so reception was
very variable and indeed might not be obtained.
I had built a pre-amplifier to boost a weak signal and had been allocated one of the school laboratories to
set out the equipment, the local enthusiasts having already put up an aerial.

On the day, a TV signal was received and demonstrated as described in the subsequent West Somerset
Newsletter.
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October 1949

I visited the Radiolympia Exhibition and sent a report on it to Charles Bryant:-

From the West Somerset Radio Society Newsletter
RADIOLYMPIA 1949. Harold Beck has contributed the following report which gives a more personal
angle on the Exhibition than most accounts.
"Radiolympia 1949 was very definitely a TV exhibition, very little attention being paid to the TX "ham".
However, since Minehead has become the centre of long distance TV research, I have no hesitation in
making this an almost exclusively TV report.
The B.B.C., no doubt, look forward to Radiolympia because, for ten days, they have the use of a studio
twice as large as in Alexandra Palace. Provision is made for the visitor to examine TV production
technique - the studio may be seen during actual televising operations from a gallery above and the
production control room may be inspected through glass windows. Transmissions may be viewed in
television alleys, demonstration rooms and manufacturers' stands.
The "view in daylight" campaign did not receive much support from TV alley. The only lighting was a
faint blue background - making bluish screens appear white and the white screens appear sepia. Sets
produced by the E.M.I. group could easily be picked out by their apparent colour.
C.R.T. sizes varied from 9" to 15" and one or two TV receivers with 15" x 12" projection screens were
shown. The general trend was towards the 12" tube, some manufacturers producing table models with
this size screen. Although the use of RF EHT supplies and moulded plastic optical parts has overcome
many of the economic disadvantages of the projection system, the screen brightness is still lower than the
directly viewed type. This is offset by the low tube replacement cost and increased viewing comfort and
there is little doubt that projection TV will become the standard method of reception.
The demonstration rooms were noteworthy innovations at this year's exhibition, although during TV
transmissions, they turned into viewing rooms rather than listening rooms. Acoustical demonstrated a
corner reproducer with ribbon speaker for "top". The reproduction was very realistic and although a bass
resonance was noticed, this was probably due to the flimsy construction of the walls.
(Concluding page missing)
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